
    ALAIYO BRADSHAW 

MATERIALS: 

2 printouts of Illustrator Value Drawing-one for mixed media 

Illustrator print on bristol board or heavy paper for mixed media 

chosen black and white media 

media for one color addition (optional)  
Laptop/Adobe Illustrator 

loRAWING/IMAGINGI 

VALUE DRAWING PROCESS: 

NOTE: Most of the same objects should appear in both parts of the project to tie them 
together. Note: You can change one or two or add. You can draw the text and any surface 
details and patterns you could not use in the contour and positive/negative versions. You 
need to have overlapping closed shapes (use the Illustrator tools listed below). 

Draw your tight line drawing of the value composition in pencil. Next, use your choice of 
mixed media. Follow by scanning your image (3oo dpi jpeg) and  Place it in Illustrator on a 
letter or tabloid sized document. In Illustrator, complete nine black, white and grayscale 
aspects ( digital brush, gradient and text if desired) in Adobe Illustrator. Consider your 
mixed media. Complete closed shapes, not open paths around everything or Pathfinder and 
Shapebuilder will not work. (You can also create nine monochromatic or single color value 
swatches through the Blends technique shown in class). 
  The other hand applied black, white and gray materials you use to complete 
the project after printing it out are up to you. You can use black, white, gray texture, collage, 
paint, ink, etc. For collage, use textured black, white or gray papers, newspapers, mirrored 
papers, fabric, sewing, etc. and glue. You can also use one color. Don't cover all of the 
Illustrator drawing print out with mixed media. Allow much of it to show through.

STUDY VOCABULARY and apply to critique: RHYTHM, CONTRAST, BALANCE, SYMME1RY, 
CONTINUOUS, ORIENTATION/DIRECTION, PROXIMITY, SCALE, NUMBER, ALTERATION, 
REPETITION, PROPORTION, AXIS, FOCAL POINT and CLOSURE, ALTERATION, DOMINANCE 

STUDENT REFERENCES-on your class blog will show you a variety of compositions, material 
usages, value arrangements and more to inspire ideas. 

Illustrator tools:_ Use: pen, curvature pen, direct select, convert anchor point, 
add anchor point, subtract anchor point. smooth tool, (object/path/simplify), shapes, shape 
builder, pathfinder, nine greyscale applications from the swatch palette. 
Optional: gradients, brushes, and type/type on a path, one color. 

DIGITAL TIPS: Use all of the  gray scale values in your swatches. Strategically repeat 
various values throughout the drawing to create continuation for the eye. ALWAYS-make 
sure your Illustrator drawing layer is separate from you original placed layer. Lock the 
placed layer at the beginning to be sure. Always place the Illustrator drawing layer above 
the placed layer. Draw only on one layer creating sub-layers as you go along. Ungroup after 
you use Divide in Pathfinder to work on separated shapes. SA VE your drawing 
continuously. Save the final in your D/1-Museum Triptych-Illustrator- (and finally) Value 
folder. Share the file with me in your Google Drive folder. Naming conventions: value_(your 
name )_di_sp18 

DIGITAL REFERENCE HANDOUTS ON YOUR CLASS BLOG: 

9. Overlapping objects: Combining Objects with Pathfinder a For class: You can stick to two
of the Pathfinder effects. 1. Shape Mode: Unite 2. Pathfinder: Divide (most important for
value project)
10. Merging shapes easily Creating Shapes with Shape Builder. (very helpful)
11. A practice session with Various Brush Options.
12.A help session with Curvature Pen Tool.




